We construct range-separated double-hybrid schemes which combine coupled-cluster or random-phase approximations with a density functional based on a two-parameter Coulomb-attenuating-method-like decomposition of the electron-electron interaction. We find that the addition of a fraction of short-range electron-electron interaction in the wave-function part of the calculation is globally beneficial for the range-separated doublehybrid scheme involving a variant of the random-phase approximation with exchange terms. Even though the latter scheme is globally as accurate as the corresponding scheme employing only second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory for atomization energies, reaction barrier heights, and weak intermolecular interactions of small molecules, it is more accurate for the more complicated case of the benzene dimer in the stacked configuration. The present range-separated double-hybrid scheme employing a random-phase approximation thus represents a new member in the family of double hybrids with minimal empiricism which could be useful for general chemical applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
In density-functional theory (DFT) of molecular electronic systems, the last decade has seen the emergence of double-hybrid approximations [1] (see Refs. 2-5 for reviews). These approaches combine Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange and second-order Møller-Plesset (MP2) correlation with a semilocal exchangecorrelation density-functional approximation (DFA) based on a linear separation of the Coulomb electronelectron interaction [6] . These double-hybrid approximations have the advantage of having quite small self-interaction error [7] thanks to their large fraction of HF exchange. Alternatively, range-separated density-functional theory [8, 9] also provides a way for combining a correlated wave-function method with a semilocal DFA based on a separation of the electron-electron interaction into long-range and short-range contributions. For example, long-range HF exchange and long-range MP2 correlation can be combined with a short-range semilocal exchangecorrelation DFA [10] , with the advantage of explicitly describing long-range van der Waals dispersion interactions [11] .
Recently, a range-separated double-hybrid (RSDH) approximation [12] has been constructed based on the following decomposition of the Coulomb electronelectron interaction w ee (r 12 ) = 1/r 12 w ee (r 12 ) = w 
where w lr,µ ee (r 12 ) = erf(µr 12 )/r 12 is a long-range interaction (written with the error function erf), w sr,µ ee (r 12 ) = erfc(µr 12 )/r 12 is the complementary short-range interaction (written with the complementary error function * Electronic address: toulouse@lct.jussieu.fr erfc), and µ and λ are two parameters. The first term in the square bracket in Eq. (1) is treated by MP2 and the remaining term by a semilocal DFA. This RSDH approximation generalizes the double hybrids (corresponding to the special case µ = 0) and the rangeseparated hybrids (corresponding to the special case λ = 0). The advantage of the RSDH approximation is that long-range interactions are explicitly described while the addition of a fraction of short-range interaction in the wave-function part of the calculation reduces the self-interaction error. The two-parameter decomposition of Eq. (1) has also been used to combine pair coupled-cluster doubles with a semilocal DFA for describing static correlation [13] . This decomposition is in fact a special case of the three-parameter decomposition used in the Coulomb-attenuating method (CAM) [14] which has also been considered for constructing double-hybrid approximations [15] . Other related double-hybrid approximations have been proposed which combine a long-range HF exchange term with a full-range MP2 correlation term [16] , a fullrange HF exchange term with a long-range MP2 correlation term [17, 18] , or a HF exchange term based on the decomposition of Eq. (1) with a full-range MP2 correlation term [19] .
In this work, we extend the RSDH approximation based on the decomposition of Eq. (1) by supplanting the MP2 correlation term by a random-phaseapproximation (RPA) correlation term. Specifically, we use the so-called RPAxSO2 variant [20] [21] [22] which is a RPA with exchange terms. In the context of the range-separated hybrids, it was shown that longrange RPAxSO2 gives intermolecular interaction energies overall more accurate than long-range MP2, especially for dispersion-dominated large molecular complexes [11, 21] . We thus expect a similar improvement in the context of the RSDH approach. Since RPAxSO2 is a simplification of coupled cluster doubles (CCD), we also test the use of CCD in the RSDH approach. Let us mention that a number of double hybrids us-ing the direct RPA approximation (without exchange terms) [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] or coupled-cluster approximations [28] have already been proposed, as well as range-separated hybrids using various RPA variants [21, 22, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] or coupled-cluster approximations [21, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . However, to the best of our knowledge, the use of RPA or coupled-cluster approximations with the general decomposition of Eq. (1) had never been tried before.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the theory underlying the RSDH scheme with coupledcluster and RPA approximations is presented. Computational details are given in Section III. In Section IV, we give and discuss the results, including the optimization of the parameters µ and λ on small sets of atomization energies (AE6 set) and reaction barrier heights (BH6 set), tests on larger sets of atomization energies (AE49 set), reaction barrier heights (DBH24 set), weak intermolecular interactions (A24 set), and on the interaction energy curve of the benzene dimer in the stacked configuration. Section V contains conclusions. Unless otherwise specified, Hartree atomic units are tacitly assumed throughout this work.
II. THEORY
In the RSDH approach, the exact ground-state electronic energy of a N-electron system is expressed as [12] 
where the minimization is done over N-electron normalized multideterminant wave functions Ψ.
In Eq. (2),T is the kinetic-energy operator,V ne is the nuclei-electron potential operator, W lr,µ ee
=
(1/2) w lr,µ ee (r 12 )n 2 (r 1 , r 2 )dr 1 dr 2 and W sr,µ ee = (1/2) w sr,µ ee (r 12 )n 2 (r 1 , r 2 )dr 1 dr 2 are the long-range and short-range electron-electron interaction operators (expressed with the pair-density operatorn 2 (r 1 , r 2 )), respectively, andĒ sr,µ,λ Hxc [n Ψ ] is the complement short-range Hartree-exchange-correlation density functional evaluated at the density of Ψ, i.e. n Ψ (r) = Ψ|n(r) |Ψ wheren(r) is the density operator. The minimizing normalized wave function in Eq. (2) will be denoted by Ψ µ,λ . It satisfies the nonlinear Schrödinger-like eigenvalue equation Then, by construction, the potential v sr,µ,λ Hxc (r) ensures that the ground-state wave function Ψ µ,λ gives the exact density, n Ψ µ,λ = n, for all values of µ and λ.
As a first step, we use a single-determinant approximation in Eq. (2) , giving what we will call the rangeseparated two-parameter hybrid (RS2H) scheme,
where the search is over N-electron normalized singledeterminant wave functions Φ. We will denote the minimizing RS2H normalized single-determinant wave function by Φ µ,λ , whose density n Φ µ,λ , contrary to the one of Ψ µ,λ , is not the exact density. The exact groundstate energy can then be written as
where E 
where the last two terms are the variation of the energy functional, ∆Ē
, and the variation of the associated potential expectation value due to the variation of the density from the RS2H one to the exact one, ∆n = n − n Φ µ,λ . Alternatively, the correlation energy can be expressed with the projection formula
using the intermediate-normalized wave functioñ
Up to here the theory was exact. Let us now introduce the CCD ansatz for the wave function
bâ j is the doubleexcitation cluster operator written in terms of the amplitudes t ab i j , and occupied (i, j) and virtual (a, b) RS2H spin-orbital creation and annihilation operators. We determine t ab i j with the CCD amplitude equations
where Φ µ,λ i j→ab are doubly excited determinants, and we have used the approximation of keeping the density fixed at the RS2H density n Φ µ,λ in the Hamiltonian. Equation (9) leads to the usual quadratic CCD amplitude equations, replacing the normal Hamiltonian by the modifiedĤ µ,λ [n Φ µ,λ ], which just corresponds to using the RS2H orbital energies and the two-electron integrals associated with the interaction w lr,µ ee (r 12 )+λw sr,µ ee (r 12 ) in the usual CCD amplitude equations. The correlation energy E µ,λ c is then approximated as
where again, in comparison with Eq. (7), the variation of the density has been neglected, i.e. n ≈ n Φ µ,λ . This is a reasonable approximation since the quantity ∆Ē sr,µ,λ
Hxc [n](r) ∆n(r)dr in Eq. (7) is of second order in ∆n [21] . In matrix notation, the CCD correlation energy can be calculated as
where K ia, jb = i j|ŵ We also consider the ring-diagram approximation with exchange terms (or linear-response timedependent HF). In this approximation, referred to as RPAx, the CCD amplitude equations simplify to the following Riccati matrix equation giving the RPAx amplitudes T RPAx [46] 
where the matrices A and B are (14) written in terms of the RS2H orbital energies ε k and the same two-electron integrals introduced above. Once the RPAx amplitudes are obtained, the RPAxSO2 correlation energy is calculated by [20] [21] [22] 
For closed-shell systems, we use a spin-restricted formalism and the RPAxSO2 method involves only spinsinglet excitations. For open-shell systems, we use a spin-unrestricted formalism and the RPAxSO2 method involves only non-spin-flipped excitations [22] . It remains to specify the approximation used for the complement short-range Hartree-exchange-correlation density functional. We first decompose it as
[n], (16) where the short-range Hartree and exchange contributions are linear in λ [9, 47] . The λ dependence in the complement short-range correlation functional is approximated as (referred to as "approximation 3" in Ref. 12 )
whereĒ sr,µ c [n] is the usual complement short-range correlation functional [9, 47] . The λ dependence in Eq. (19) is correct both in the high-density limit, for a non-degenerate KS system, and in the low-density limit. Finally, for E To summarize, the exchange-correlation energy in what we will call the RS2H+CCD and RS2H+RPAxSO2 methods is
Note that, at second-order in the electron-electron interaction, both CCD and RPAxSO2 correlation energy expressions reduce to the MP2 correlation energy expression, and thus the RS2H+CCD and RS2H+RPAxSO2 methods reduce to a method that we will refer to as RS2H+MP2. This RS2H+MP2 method exactly corresponds to the method that was referred to as "RSDH with approximation 3" in Ref. 12 . For λ = 0, the RS2H+CCD, RS2H+RPAxSO2, and RS2H+MP2 methods reduce to the RSH+CCD [21] , RSH+RPAxSO2 [21] , and RSH+MP2 [10] methods, respectively, while for λ = 1 they reduce to full-range CCD, RPAxSO2, and MP2 (all with HF orbitals), respectively.
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The RS2H+CCD and RS2H+RPAxSO2 methods have been implemented in a development version of the MOLPRO program [48] . The calculation is done in two steps: first a self-consistent-field calculation is performed according to Eq. (4) and Eqs. (17)- (19) , and then the CCD or RPAxSO2 correlation energy in Eq. (11) or (15) is calculated using the previously obtained orbitals.
The RS2H+CCD and RS2H+RPAxSO2 methods were applied on the AE6 and BH6 sets [49] , as a first assessment of the approximations on molecular systems and in order to determine the optimal parameters µ and λ. The AE6 set is a small representative benchmark of six atomization energies consisting of SiH 4 , S 2 , SiO, C 3 H 4 (propyne), C 2 H 2 O 2 (glyoxal), and C 4 H 8 (cyclobutane). The BH6 set is a small representative benchmark of forward and reverse hydrogen transfer barrier heights of three reactions, OH + CH 4 → CH 3 + H 2 O, H + OH → O + H 2 , and H + H 2 S → HS + H 2 . All the calculations for the AE6 and BH6 sets were performed with the Dunning cc-pVTZ basis set [50] at the geometries optimized by quadratic configuration interaction singles doubles with the modified Gaussian-3 basis set (QCISD/MG3) [51] . The reference values for the atomization energies and barrier heights are the non-relativistic frozen-core (FC) explicitly-correlated coupled-cluster singles doubles and perturbative triples [CCSD(T)]/cc-pVQZ-F12 values of Refs. 52, 53.
The RS2H+CCD and RS2H+RPAxSO2 methods were then tested on the AE49 set of 49 atomization energies [54] (consisting of the G2-1 set [55, 56] stripped of the six molecules containing Li, Be, and Na) and on the DBH24/08 set [57, 58] of 24 forward and reverse reaction barrier heights. These calculations were performed with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set [59] , with MP2(full)/6-31G* geometries for the AE49 set and QCISD/MG3 geometries for the DBH24/08 set. The RS2H+CCD and RS2H+RPAxSO2 methods, as well as the RS2H+MP2 method, were also tested on the A24 set of 24 weakly interacting molecular complexes [61] . These calculations were performed with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set and the counterpoise correction, using the composite complete-basis-set (CBS) CCSD(T) geometries of Ref. 61 and the non-relativistic reference interaction energies from Ref. 62 . Finally, the RS2H+CCD, RS2H+RPAxSO2, and RS2H+MP2 methods were compared on the interaction energy curve of the benzene dimer in the stacked (paralleldisplaced) configuration. These calculations were performed with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set and the counterpoise correction, using the geometries and the CCSD(T)/CBS reference interaction energies from the S66×8 data set (item number 24) [63] .
Core electrons are kept frozen in all our CCD, RPAxSO2, and MP2 calculations. Spin-restricted calculations are performed for all the closed-shell systems, and spin-unrestricted calculations for all the open-shell systems.
As statistical measures of accuracy of the different methods, we compute mean absolute errors (MAEs), mean errors (MEs), root mean square deviations (RMSDs), mean absolute percentage errors (MA%E), and maximal and minimal errors.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Optimization of the parameters on the AE6 and BH6 sets
We start by applying the RS2H+CCD and RS2H+RPAxSO2 methods on the small AE6 and BH6 sets for determining optimal values for the parameters µ and λ. Figure 1 shows the MAEs for these two sets as a function of λ for µ = 0.5, which is close to the optimal value of µ for range-separated hybrids [22, 64] . Note that, particularly for the AE6 set, the MAEs near the λ = 1 end of the curves, corresponding to full-range CCD and RPAxSO2, may not be well converged with the cc-pVTZ basis set since these full-range methods have a slow convergence with the size of the basis set [22] . Since we will be interested in practice in the RS2H+CCD and RS2H+RPAxSO2 methods with relatively small values of λ for which basis convergence is expected to be fast [12] , we did not think necessary to use larger basis sets in this study.
For the AE6 set, with the RS2H+CCD method, a minimal MAE of about 4 kcal/mol is obtained close to the λ = 0 end of the curve (corresponding to RSH+CCD). For λ 0.2, the MAE obtained with RS2H+CCD increases rapidly with λ, reaching a maximal MAE of about 22 kcal/mol for λ = 1 (cor- responding to full-range CCD). In comparison with RS2H+CCD, the RS2H+RPAxSO2 method always gives smaller MAEs. A minimal MAE of about 3.5 kcal/mol is obtained in a remarkably large range of λ between about 0.1 and 0.8. For the BH6 set, the two MAE curves display marked minima at an intermediate value of λ. The RS2H+CCD method gives a minimal MAE of about 2 kcal/mol for λ ≈ 0.75, while the RS2H+RPAxSO2 method gives a minimal MAE of about 1 kcal/mol for λ ≈ 0.4. Clearly, in this RSDH scheme, simplifying the CCD ansatz by making the ring approximation (with exchange terms) is actually largely beneficial.
We have also determined optimal values of µ and λ that minimize the total MAE of the combined AE6 + BH6 set, and which could be used for general chemical applications. For the RS2H+CCD method, the optimal parameter values are (µ, λ) = (0.48, 0.14). For the RS2H+RPAxSO2 method, the optimal parameter values are (µ, λ) = (0.48, 0.34). Note that for the RS2H+MP2 method, the optimal parameter values determined in Ref. 12 were (µ, λ) = (0.46, 0.58). Thus, the value of λ is more sensitive to the wave-function method used than the value of µ. The decrease of the optimal value of λ in the series RS2H+MP2 → RS2H+RPAxSO2 → RS2H+CCD is consistent with the deterioration of the accuracy of the atomization energies in the corresponding full-range series MP2 → RPAx-SO2 → CCD. As mentioned above, the fact that the optimal values of λ obtained with RS2H+CCD and RS2H+RPAxSO2 are small is advantageous for basis convergence since only a small fraction of the shortrange interaction is treated by the correlated wavefunction method [12] . In the following, we further assess the methods with the determined optimal parameters.
B. Assessment on the AE49 and DBH24/08 sets of atomization energies and reaction barrier heights
We assess now the RS2H+CCD and RS2H+RPAxSO2 methods, evaluated with the previously determined optimal parameters (µ, λ), on the larger AE49 and DBH24/08 sets of atomization energies and reaction barrier heights. The results are reported in Tables I and II , and compared with other methods corresponding to limit cases of these RSDH schemes: RSH+CCD and RSH+RPAxSO2 (corresponding to the λ = 0 limit) and full-range CCD and RPAxSO2 (corresponding to the λ = 1 limit). Again, for atomization energies, one should bear in mind that the full-range CCD and RPAxSO2 results may not be well converged with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set [22] , even though this basis set seems sufficient to reveal the inaccuracy of the atomization energies obtained with these full-range methods.
On the AE49 set, RS2H+CCD gives a MAE of 4.7 kcal/mol, which is a small improvement over RSH+CCD (MAE of 5.8 kcal/mol) but a large improvement over full-range CCD (MAE of 14.5 kcal/mol). Similarly, RS2H+RPAxSO2 with a MAE of 4.2 kcal/mol provides an improvement over both RSH+RPAxSO2 (MAE of 5.4 kcal/mol) and full-range RPAxSO2 (MAE of 6.9 kcal/mol). Comparing with the results obtained with RS2H+MP2 method in Ref. 12 , we see that RS2H+RPAxSO2 provides overall a similar accuracy for atomization energies. On the DBH24/08 set, RS2H+CCD gives a MAE of 2.1 kcal/mol, similar to RSH+CCD (MAE of 1.9 kcal/mol) but in large improvement over fullrange CCD (MAE of 4.3 kcal/mol).
Again, RS2H+RPAxSO2 gives the smallest MAE of 1.4 kcal/mol, comparable to RSH+RPAxSO2 (MAE of 1.8 kcal/mol) but in large improvement over full-range RPAxSO2 (MAE of 5.6 kcal/mol). Also here, in comparison with the results obtained with the RS2H+MP2 method in Ref. 12 , we see that RS2H+RPAxSO2 provides a roughly similar accuracy for reaction barrier heights.
C. Assessment on the A24 set of intermolecular interactions and on the benzene dimer
We test now the RS2H+CCD and RS2H+RPAxSO2 methods on weak intermolecular interactions. Table III reports the interaction energies for the 24 complexes of the A24 set calculated by RSH+CCD, RS2H+CCD, CCD, RSH+RPAxSO2, RS2H+RPAxSO2, and Let us start by discussing the results obtained with the full-range methods. Full-range CCD and RPAxSO2 largely underbind all the complexes, with MA%Es of about 26 % and 20 %, respectively. Part of this underestimation of the interaction energies could be due to the basis-set incompleteness. Nevertheless, our results turn out to be quite similar to the results obtained with other RPAx variants, namely eh-TDHF and AC-SOSEX, tested in Ref. 65 using PBE orbitals with a plane-wave basis set. Other authors have found that other RPAx variants based on the local exact-exchange kernel perform significantly better [66] .
We discuss now the results obtained with the rangeseparated methods. As found in Ref. 12 , in comparison with RSH+MP2, the RS2H+MP2 method provides a substantial and systematic improvement for hydrogen-bond complexes, and a smaller overall improvement for complexes with mixed electrostatic/dispersion interactions. However, for the small dispersion-dominated complexes considered in this set, RS2H+MP2 appears to be slightly less accurate than RSH+MP2. The RS2H+CCD method does not provide any overall improvement over RSH+CCD. This may be due to the very small value of λ used in RS2H+CCD, which in addition is compensated by a smaller value of µ in comparison to RSH+CCD. Similarly to RS2H+MP2, the RS2H+RPAxSO2 method provides a small and systematic improvement over RSH+RPAxSO2 for hydrogen-bond and mixed complexes, but a small deterioration over RSH+RPAxSO2 for the small dispersion-dominated complexes considered in this set. Overall, RSH+MP2, RS2H+MP2, RSH+CCD, RS2H+CCD, RSH+RPAxSO2, and RS2H+RPAxSO2 all give total MA%Es of around 7% and it is thus hard to discriminate between them based on this A24 set.
Finally, we consider in Figure 2 the interaction energy curve of the benzene dimer in the stacked (parallel-displaced) configuration, the simplest prototype of aromatic π-π intermolecular interactions. For this system, it is known that, in the CBS limit, MP2 considerably overbinds and going to CCSD(T) is nec- The calculations were carried out using the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set with the counterpoise correction and using the parameters (µ, λ) optimized on the AE6+BH6 combined set. The geometries and the CCSD(T)/CBS reference interaction energies are from the S66×8 data set (item number 24) of Ref. 63. essary to obtain accurate interaction energies [67, 68] . Similarly to full-range MP2, we find that the RS2H+MP2 method largely overbinds, with an equilibrium interaction energy too low by about 1.3 kcal/mol. The RS2H+CCD and RS2H+RPAxSO2 methods, which give very similar interaction energy curves, moderately underbind, with an equilibrium interaction energy underestimated by about 0.4 kcal/mol. We thus see that, for this type of system, it is advantageous to supplant MP2 by CCD or RPAxSO2 in the RSDH scheme.
V. CONCLUSION
We have constructed CCD/DFT and RPA/DFT hybrid approximations using the RSDH scheme which is based on a two-parameter CAM-like decomposition of the electron-electron interaction. In comparison with the previously existing RSH+CCD and RSH+RPAxSO2 range-separated hybrids, the present RS2H+CCD and RS2H+RPAxSO2 methods incorporates a fraction λ of short-range electron-electron interaction in the wave-function part. Tests on atomization energies, reaction barrier heights, and weak intermolecular interactions show that this addition of short-range interaction is globally beneficial for RS2H+RPAxSO2, while the effect is less important for RS2H+CCD. In comparison with the simpler RS2H+MP2 method, the RS2H+RPAxSO2 method is globally as accurate for atomization energies, reaction barrier heights, and weak intermolecular interactions of small molecules. For the more complicated case of the benzene dimer in the stacked configuration, RS2H+RPAxSO2 reduces the large overbinding obtained with the RS2H+MP2 method. Even though more tests should now be performed on larger systems, if we had to recommend a computational method for general chemical applications among the methods tested in this work, it would thus be RS2H+RPAxSO2 with parameters (µ, λ) = (0.48, 0.34). More generally, we hope that the formalism provided in the present work will be useful for constructing more beyond-MP2 double-hybrid approximations with minimal empiricism.
